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The B&P Tunnel Replacement Plan: 

Community View from Ground Zero



The Actual Problem

The proposed “solution” which we object to 

From National FREIGHT Perspective 

- Freight  - the Elephant in the B&P room. PR war

- Proven Safety problems, rerouting long recommended

- Infrastructure Opportunity demanded for decades to ease hazmat issues

From AMTRAK/Passenger Transit perspective –

- What is the real ROI on $6billion transit money? 

- Is this freight-oriented solution really the most cost & transit-effective answer for Amtrak? 

From a community and Environmental Justice Perspective

- Construction & operation with inadequate testing, mitigation, and recovery 

- Environmental Justice 

What we are seeking

 Whom does this help?

 Whom/what does it hurt?

 Is there a better balance, a less destructive route for a new B&P Tunnel?

-
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Why we Residents are Against 

the current B&P Tunnel Replacement Plan
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Selected Route

3B

Current proposed 

solution approved 

in the Record of 

Decision. 
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FREIGHT
“Make no mistake; this is a freight project.” 
(Frustrated Amtrak Rep in a side conversation at community meeting) 

- “Freight” used 46 times in the needs assessment = driving force dictating specs

- ONLY routes allowing four double-stack freight tubes were even considered

- RRA /Rail Freight are extremely powerful, often in charge of studies in their own self-
interest. Some even say they ‘run the FRA.’

- The Port Authority spoke of it as ‘their’ project at 2018 meeting

- The chosen route leads directly to the freight yards

- So why is all the news about Amtrak? The initial study observation that “communities 
might object to freight” prompted a PR deception war to downplay freight right up to 
the point of denial with weasel worded, selective truth press, announcements, and 
events. Yet when pushed, they say “Freight is inevitable” and insist they retain the right 
to implement the ROD decision for (at least 2 of 4) double-stack diesel freight tubes. 
They’re working hard to keep this out of the news - However
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Rail Freight in the news 
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In just 3 months, in just the USA -
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In just 3 months, in just the USA -
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In just 3 months, in just the USA -
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In just 3 months, in just the USA -
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Déjà vu – With every spate of freight “accidents,” there is a call 

for safety regulations from the government agencies and a PR 

safety commitment announcement from the Railroads.
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And every time, as it leaves the headlines, the lobbyists 

fight against the regulations and make contributions to 

politicians. It has already started on this fresh batch. 
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Freight companies release (self-righteous and 

tone-deaf?) statements that safety measures 

are too costly with no “business return.”
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Rail Freight Companies posted record profits in 2022 

and plowed them into dividends and stockbuybacks. 
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Rail Freight has an eye on passenger 

infrastructure funds.
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Specific dangers that we’re not 

allowed to know: 
Municipalities and the Public are not allowed to know what/when/where 

these items are shipped through our neighborhoods every day:

- Explosive materials – (see Lac Magantic crude oil explosion that killed 

47, or this year’s Minnesota Ethanol explosion)

- Toxic chemicals – (see Palestine, Ohio spill)

- Toxic gasses – (including those used in WW1 warfare and WW2 gas 

chambers) a release could kill thousands in minutes

- Radioactive waste/products

- Even otherwise ‘harmless’ freight causes a problem when spilled
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Freight Concerns summary:
• It is proven dangerous, and their actions imply the companies don’t care.

• The Robber Baron ethos lives on with greed, corruption, and disregard for 

the public. They should NOT be in charge of studies and safety decisions.

• We are not allowed to know when/where/what hazardous items are being 

shipped right though our neighborhoods. 

• Huge industrialized swaths for double-stack freight will impact quality of life 

with noise, vibration and pollution.

• It will affect the whole city and likely hamper positive development in the 

Baltimore’s future. A coveted location near freight trains? Unlikely.

• Progressive Cities are working to get hazardous freight and its related 

dangers OUT of populous areas, not to bring more in. There’s a national call 

for more of this. 
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There are decades of repeated analyses that call 

for rerouting hazardous freight to AVOID populous 

areas! In Baltimore, alternate industrial routes 

have been studied and suggested for years.

1984 – TRID Study does the math on reducing fatalities: Recommends rerouting.

2007 – Freight realignment study (only worried about feds in DC)

2008 – Congress urges that freight be re-routed around population centers, but 

gives study authority to RR interests

2014 – After Lac Megantic disaster killed 47 people, Safety Officials urge 

hazardous rail freight be re-routed around populous areas 

2015 – Citizens Advisory Committee on Accessible Transportation urges rerouting 

freight out of residential neighborhoods

These studies are then turned over to the freight industry to evaluate – giving the 

fox the keys to the henhouse – who effectively kibosh the plans. 
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The View from Ground Zero:
- This “Once in a lifetime Infrastructure 

Investment” is the chance to act on 

those studies and do it RIGHT by 

rerouting freight around Baltimore in 

industrial zones! 

- Why not help solve a big concern rather 

than squander $6billion on bringing 

MORE dangerous freight through the city? 

How does that make sense?
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AMTRAK
-Amtrak’s bypass bottleneck problem needs a 

solution. 

-The current approved solution is 3B.
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Double Stacked Freight Clearance
-Freight dictated the specs with a demand 

for double-stacks during NA/EIS/ROD phases 

-Now the Howard Street Tunnel is being 

adapted for that, changing their needs list
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AMTRAK SPEED 
More Deceptive implications

- The speed rhetoric makes great time-saving claims and 

implies that this is due to the new tunnels. When pushed to 

the wall, they admit that their new speed estimates are 

based on numerous factors, including express routes without 

local stops.

- The speed information in the PR does not match that in 

their legal documents.
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SPEED Time savings: 152 seconds. 
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Selected Route doesn’t meet B&P 

Tunnel Environmental Criteria

Avoid or minimize routes with

1. Residential Land Use

2. Minority and Low-income Communities

3. Historic Districts and Structures

(2014 B&P Tunnel Preliminary Alternatives 

Screening Report)
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Other Options 
-were presented but not really considered, 

including two full system plans from the 

CAC and Ameristar.

- the EIS didn’t explore “alternative 2” to 

repurpose the existing route. 
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Alternative #2 “additional information needed”
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The view from Ground Zero: 
-HST changes freight factor. Re-evaluate and 

remove it from needs/ROD

- look at Alternative #2

- look for new, non-freight Amtrak solutions

- meet prescribed Environmental Criteria

- Admit Speed is not a prime factor

- ROI: 152 seconds for $6 billion? With other 

transit projects pushed aside?
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CONSTRUCTION
• Even if there’s no freight, the decade of massive construction brings its 

own dangers. 

• The safety, livability, and stability of our communities and homes 

is at risk. 

• Damage or collapse of these fragile buildings – and the safety of lives in 

and around them- is a huge concern.

• The financial risk to homeowners’ biggest investments is real.

• Building new infrastructure at the cost of damaging existing 

infrastructure – is that a good plan? 
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Truck Removes Muck Drilled from 

Tunnels
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Lafayette and Appleton Truck Route
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Muck bin location – size of nine houses, right 

across the street from the playground.
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Egress Tunnel requires explosives excavation
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Reservoir Street 
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4 Large Historic Districts Impacted

B&P Tunnel Section 106 Study:

“Architectural historic properties that are listed in or eligible for listing in the National Register of 

Historic Places (NRHP)”

 Reservoir Hill Historic District

 Midtown Edmondson Historic District

 Edmondson Avenue Historic District Historic District

 Greater Rosemont Historic District (NRHP applied for)



Baltimore’s Charming Old Rows 

Weak or no foundation

Unframed brick with soft mortar

Easily damaged by vibration

Passing buses cause cracks and fallen plaster

Modern homes are constructed to withstand several inches of movement.

19th century brick row houses were not.



Damage from

pavement excavating machine

Corner of Eutaw and Ducatel



Damage on Mt. Royal Terrace 

due to severe storm and long-

term vibration from proximity 

to the JFX

House is directly above 

proposed B&P Tunnel east 

portal



Historic Row Houses

Cannot Withstand

 Massive Tunnel Boring Machines (TBMs)

 Underground explosives

 10 Years of heavy construction & trucks

Up to 388 trains PER DAY

Significant damage or collapse 

could result.



Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM)
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Not a great Track Record for TBMs

 Much damage to houses, buildings, and streets from 

TBM boring

 Process involves water and chemicals

 Chemicals may include breathing irritants and 

pollutants (soil, groundwater)

 Can cause:

 Sinkholes

 Collapses

 Settling

 Cracking of buildings

TBM collapses have been responsible for loss of life.



TBM damage – England, Germany, India.
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B&P Tunnel Project

Vibration Technical Report - 1

“Vibration levels during construction are difficult to predict. … 
Heavy machinery … is constantly moving in unpredictable 
patterns. … These excavation activities typically include tunnel 
boring machines (TBM), earth moving equipment, and heavy 
duty impact equipment such as pile drivers that may be utilized 
by the selected contractor.”



B&P Tunnel Project

Vibration Technical Report - 2

“… due to absence of credible source data for vibration 
from TBM particularly applicable to the B&P Tunnel Corridor, 
the determination of impacts at nearby sensitive receptors is 
not possible without significant uncertainty. Although 
vibration levels from TBMs are available in literature, the 
wide range of variability in source levels even for similar 
geotechnical conditions prohibit determining any credible 
levels at closest residences.”



Vibration Dangers to Old buildings

A full vibration study 

was NOT done. Core 

samples and charts were 

used. Old homes do not 

have the movement 

allowance of new 

buildings. The Vibration 

expert told us that we 

really needed to get a full 

vibration study.  The 

illustration shows the 

vibration zone for 

construction and train 

operations. 
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Little Assurance in Case of Damage

 Draft Historic Properties Construction Protection Plan will not be delivered until 90% Project Plan 

is complete*

 No assurance in B&P ROD or FEIS for repairing home structural damage that occurs during 

construction or tunnel operation

 Some insurance policies do not cover damage from underground sources

 Most policies would not cover full rebuild costs

 Structural damage may not be readily apparent

 Proving damage caused by tunnels could be difficult and expensive for property owner

* ROD Appendix B V.D. pp. 10-11 (Final Section 106 Programmatic 

Agreement)



American Geophysical Union (AGU)
International non-governmental organization helping communities worldwide 

More than 500 

projects worldwide



American Geophysical Union (AGU)
International non-governmental organization helping communities worldwide 

Project Description

https://thrivingearthexchange.org/project/baltimore-md/

EXPERTS NEEDED

1. Geotechnical Structural 

Engineer

• Review existing official EIA 

and geotechnical reports 

2. Historic Architectural Engineer

• Assess the structures of 

affected buildings in the 

community



The View From Ground Zero: 
- People LIVE here! This endangers our lives, homes, and future. 

-Architectural/Structural and Geotechnical Engineering Study is 

Needed for ANY route – this one, and the new ones we want them 

to seek. 
We, as Residents, deserve a full, independent study of:

 This specific project

 These specific houses in their geographic setting

 Specific ground conditions under our neighborhoods

 22 houses, 13 businesses, and 4 churches - will be demolished

 5080 population in the vibration impact zone - will be endangered

Does this project justify the risk to our homes (and lives)?



ENVIRONMENTAL 

JUSTICE
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Selected Route

3B

Current proposed 

solution approved 

in the Record of 

Decision. 
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As we said, not everybody wins in this project. There are 

people who will lose BIG. Some irretrievably. 

And it’s the usual people who get run over; the very 

people for whom Environmental Justice Laws were 

created. A large percentage of the residents in the 

affected areas are underprivileged low-income People of 

Color. 

Ironically, “Equity and sustainability” are part of the 

mission of the infrastructure bill. Many of us are fans of 

these elected officials who see the importance of 

infrastructure. 

The Environmental Law Clinic at UMD helped us craft an 

advocacy letter to them to help US to be SEEN and heard.
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The View from Ground Zero:
We are concerned about Environmental Justice

- tenants, who may be in buildings already weakened by abuse or neglect. 

-homeowners, whose blood, sweat, and entire savings are in their homes,  

homes they plan to leave as a legacy to children as a leg up on generational 

wealth. 

-Students – trying to learn while a pile driver pounds outside day after day 

for years, perhaps sacrificing their entire education

-residents along the existing tunnel – will it be abandoned? Or will it be 

improved? How will it affect them?

-children and others with the safety of construction cities and dumptrucks. 

-the effects of noise, pollution, and stress on all community members.

-residents who will have difficulty safely getting around detours to bus stops, 

getting to work, or parking near home.

We are concerned and afraid, and angry that our elected officials aren’t. It’s 

simply not right or just to place such a burden on West Baltimore residents 

so that others can glide blissfully under them. 

There ARE options, and they should be checked. 
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It’s not too late
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The View from Ground Zero
We want  

-To be heard.

-To be valued and our concerns respected.

-For the Tunnel folks to go back to the drawing 

board to check other options that prioritize citizens

over corporate pull.

- An SEIS, or new EIS with full studies – including 

vibration and architectural engineering/stability.

-Transparency and public honesty.

- to be at the table with deciders.

- serious reconsideration of what part $6 billion 

could do for other transit projects!
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Conclusion
We asked

“Whom does this help?” 

Those scoring a piece of the $$ pie, and    

those who can ignore West Baltimore 2 minutes faster?

“Whom does it hurt?” 

The communities of the area, potentially ALL of 

Baltimore, and some say good sense and fiscal 

responsibility.

“Why do some think that balance okay?  We sure don’t.” 

Back to the drawing board.
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The view from 

Ground Zero:
By Tom Baker, Wombat Studios.
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Thank you.

Questions?
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